Tied & True
New Additions to the Rug Collection
Introduced in the Fall of 2012, the Currey Rug Collection has grown to include 20
designs inspired by historical and tribal influences. Each rug is knotted by hand of
high-quality wool blends and exceptional dyes. Meticulous craftsmanship ensures that
our rugs will last for decades while adding warmth and texture to any interior. Available
in four sizes, our rugs can take from nine months to one year to create. They have
pleasant irregularities which give each rug an authentic look - like a vintage textile
without the extraordinary price of a real antique. Some designs can be ordered in
custom sizes.
This April at the Spring High Point Market, three new rug designs will be introduced.
Each new rug is a distinctive design available in 6’ x 9’, 8’ x 10’, 9’ x 12’ and 10’ x 14’.
The Rehan Rug was inspired by 16th century Ottoman textiles. Although the design
motifs in green and charcoal are derived from antique textiles, the open design without
any border makes the rug fresh and modern.
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Among the many beautiful rugs at the Winterthur museum is an Asian-inspired example
and the design influence of the new Crossan Rug. The original 19th century rug was
made in England using the techniques and designs of Asian rug weavers along with a
strong Turkish aesthetic. The geometric floral design of the original British rug
continues the tradition of Winterthur’s Henry Francis du Pont, who often chose rugs and
textiles with naturalistic motifs to connect the interiors of his house with the beauty of
his garden. The Crossan Rug with its warm camel and russet tones is a welcome
addition to Currey’s Winterthur Collection which includes lighting, furniture and rugs.
The distinctive products in the Winterthur Collection are inspired by exquisite designs
housed in the Winterthur museum and library archives. Founded by Henry Francis du
Pont, Winterthur is the premier museum of American decorative arts nestled in
Delaware’s beautiful Brandywine Valley.
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